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Abstract. In our research, we synthesize two lines of development that have 
been dealt with independently so far: 1) the development and evaluation of edu-
cational technologies to support problem-oriented and collaborative learning ac-
tivities inside and outside of the classroom, and 2) interaction design patterns as 
a means to document and generate design knowledge. Primary contributions are 
software prototypes for enhancing classroom interaction through interactive 
whiteboards, multiple clients with pen-tablets and PDAs, and a basic layout of a 
pattern language for formal and informal learning environments.   
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1   Technologies in the Classroom and Some of Their Problems 

In the last 10 years a variety of new, computerized media has moved into the educa-
tional settings. Students carry mobile phones, PDAs and laptop computers into class-
rooms, which are equipped with interactive whiteboards and wireless network connec-
tions. During class or at home they retrieve and also contribute information online, 
handling different interfaces and functionalities. However most of the applications of 
these media have been developed for other purposes mostly related to business and task-
oriented activities. A reasonably consistent learner-centered interaction design across 
programs and devices may promise to ease the interaction and should flexibly enhance 
opportunities for learning. Within an ongoing research and development project we 
therefore try to elaborate upon, implement and evaluate interaction design patterns for 
formal and informal learning environments using computer technology in the class-
room. The first software prototypes we developed address the following problems: 

• Oftentimes interaction design principles for personal computing and desktop 
applications are being transferred to new devices without taking into account 
their specific properties, potentials and the contexts of their use.  

• Interactive whiteboards are usually used in classrooms as presentation media 
with annotating features. Instead of encouraging active student participation 
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and contribution, teachers often tend to proceed from one slide to the next of 
a prefabricated show [4].  

• Generating, structuring and documenting learning materials created on the 
fly during lecture in the class is not sufficiently supported by standard soft-
ware (like SMART Notebook or PowerPoint).  

• There is limited support for group learning activities or for enabling students 
to contribute to the generation of content on the whiteboard.  

• Limited financial resources usually do not allow providing students with 
“fat” hardware clients like tablet PCs or laptops. Multiple low cost input de-
vices like mice, pen-tablets accessing a single application synchronously on 
the other hand are not supported by “personal computing” machines. 

• Even though PDAs have been discussed as an ideal means to support “learn-
ing outside the classroom”, a seamless integration with classroom technolo-
gies is still missing. 

• Consistency in the interaction design principles and compatibility across de-
vices, applications and environments is missing. 

In order to solve these problems we developed various software prototypes (chap-
ter 3). They enhance the interaction with whiteboards, allow students to work in 
groups and access whiteboard spaces through pen-tablets and PDAs. Since the prob-
lems and solutions are recurring for technology enhanced learning scenarios we then 
abstract from the individual implementations to describe our solution as interaction 
design patterns (chapter 4). Following this bottom-up approach we finally elaborate 
upon the emerging system or “language” of interrelated patterns (chapter 5) that 
should ensure consistency across devices and application scenarios. 

2   Related Works  

A distinguishing feature of our approach is to support individual and collaborative 
learning with the help of different devices. In the following paragraphs we give an 
overview on research on each of those devices and the discourse on patterns in design.  

Electronic Board equipped Classrooms: Examples of early usages of electronic 
boards as an integral part of a computer-integrated classroom can be seen in the Hy-
percourse [16], in Taiwan secondary schools [24] and in the COSOFT project [2]. The 
computer-integrated classroom combines positive aspects of the classical chalkboard 
approach, particularly its flexibility in the spontaneous elaboration of ideas, with the 
potential of modern networked multimedia. The value added lies on the avoidance of 
discontinuities in representations (“media breaks”), e.g., when the solution that a 
student has individually elaborated on is copied again by hand to the chalkboard. 
Another example can be found in the European NIMIS project [10]. Target users for 
this version were young schoolchildren (4-8 years old) and it was aimed to develop 
children’s reading/writing skills. 

Multiple pen-tablet input: Collaborative learning in computer enhanced environments 
needs to support collaborative content creation and presentation. LiveNotes connects 
tablet PCs by a wireless network [13]. However, a different challenge comes up when 
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multiple input devices access a single PC. The SDG Toolkit provides an independent 
layer for the development of applications with multiple keyboards or mice input. It 
was used in a learning application for developing countries where computers are 
scarce [18]. Another toolkit called TIDL [11] supports multiple mice and keyboards 
for legacy and custom applications. 

Mobile Computing and Learning: Mobile devices are already been recognized as a 
powerful tools for supporting formal learning in the classroom situations and informal 
learning outside the classroom. Handhelds have been described as 'flexible tools that 
can be adapted to suit the needs of a variety of teaching and learning styles' [7]. In 
[19] authors provide a review of existing work in a number of areas which suggest 
possibilities for the future of research on mobile learning in informal science settings. 
However, like Scanlon et al, we also believe that it is necessary to take an integrative 
perspective on orchestrating technology enhanced educational scenarios. Our work is 
directly aimed at proposing such an environment.  

Interaction Design Patterns: Interaction design patterns are standard solutions to 
recurring problems in interaction design. Originating from architecture theory they 
were adapted first to software development [9] and consequently to interaction design 
[3]. Pedagogical patterns have been proposed in order “to capture expert knowledge 
of the practice of teaching and learning in a portable, salient format” [20]. Usually 
they have been written and discussed independent of the technological development. 
Even a pattern language for web-based learning has been proposed [14]. Within HCI 
most work on design patterns has focused on web design and mobile devices. Using 
different notations and hierarchical levels pattern language have been proposed not 
only for Website design and shopping websites [23], but also for exhibitions [3]. 
Companies like Yahoo! and SAP have reported their experiences with introducing a 
design pattern approach into the organization.  

3   Implementation  

We developed a platform to support the programming of distributed applications 
running on different platforms. Due to the current stand of the technology, C# is the 
best alternative for programming applications for mobile devices and Java for desktop 
applications. Since we wanted to combine both worlds we developed a platform based 
on shared-object principle. Applications running on different platforms sharing an 
object will have automatically the status of the object synchronized. The architecture 
of this platform is decentralized, replicated and the information transfer is based in 
XML. It connects the DeepBoard Interface for interactive whiteboards with synchro-
nous input through pen-tablets and PDAs. The following paragraphs describe the 
implementation status for each of these devices. 

Interactive whiteboard application: Our DeepBoard application [4] implements a 
gesture-based interaction paradigm and a hierarchical semantic to store and retrieve 
learning created on the flight by free-hand writing. Drawing or performing gestures 
on the board may result in a flexible creation, structuring, presentation and documen-
tation of various learning materials. The DeepBoard therefore supplies “depth” to the 
interaction with interactive whiteboards.  
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Fig. 1. General architecture of the platform: Mobile users use WiFi network to communicate 
among them and with the server controlling the interactive electronic whiteboard. Tablet users 
use USB connection directly to the server. Teacher uses e-board as input device.  

Access for multiple pen-tablets: In order to enable several pen-tablets to interact in the 
same space within an application program in one PC, the DeepBoard application was 
modified. An intermediate software layer is responsible for receiving and interpreting 
the packets generated by the pen-tablets. These packets are analyzed and then are 
encapsulated to generate equivalent mouse events. Finally these events are sent to the 
modified application which can process them simultaneously. 

Collaborative Learning with PDAs: MCSketcher is a system that enables face-to-face 
collaborative design based on sketches using handheld devices equipped for sponta-
neous wireless peer-to-peer networking. It may be used by students inside or outside 
the classroom to exchange ideas through sketches on empty sheets or over a recently 
taken photograph of the object being worked on, in a brainstorming-like working 
style. Pen-based designed human-computer interaction is the key to supporting col-
laborative work. This application was entirely written in C# aimed for being used 
mainly on mobile devices.  

Nomad is an Electronic Meeting Support system for handhelds. The design principles 
applied for developing the system are aimed to help reduce the problems associated with 
having a small size screen to interact with. The human-handheld interaction is based in 
gestures and freehand writing, avoiding the need of widgets and virtual keyboards. The 
content of the generated documents are organized as concept maps, which gives more 
flexibility to reorganize and merge the contributions of the meeting attendees. The  
system is based on handhelds interconnected with an ad-hoc wireless network. This 
application has a module which allows the use of an electronic board in order to have a 
common display to show the content being produced during the working session.  
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Fig. 2. The left image presents a screenshot of the whiteboard after the teacher and students 
have created some rectangular node objects for creating or importing content, and connected 
them by drawing from one node to the other. The right picture shows a sketch of the PDA 
interface designed according to the same interaction design patterns. 

4   Interaction Design Patterns for the Classroom 

In order to communicate our approach and to define and refine a reference for various 
kinds of formal and informal evaluation we documented our solutions in the form of 
Interaction Design Patterns (IDP). We propose a “generative pattern approach” com-
bining the critical and the generative potentials of patterns: to document and optimize 
existing solutions and patterns, but also to critically reflect upon them in order to 
generate new design knowledge. In order to illustrate this approach we will present 
some of the patterns we abstracted from our design experience. In the context of this 
paper we focus on those middle-level patterns for design solutions that support stu-
dent activities on different devices. Describing them we also want to show how indi-
vidual patterns may be related forming an interaction design pattern language for 
learning environments. 

While no officially standardized notation for interaction design patterns exists, 
each expresses a relation between a certain context, a problem, and a solution, as 
already proposed in [1]. We argue for a notation consisting of a name, a context and 
superior patterns, a problem statement (including the conflicting forces), a solution, 
an example with (ideally empirical) evidence and subordinate or (by the logical rela-
tions of AND, OR, or NOT) related patterns [5]. Optionally additional information 
may address the level of confidence in the respective patterns (referring to empirical 
evidence), the devices a pattern applies to, or further references on the subject field. 
The following sections provide examples of our current design patterns. 

 4.2   Name: Open (White) Space 

• Context: Constructivist (or problem-oriented) didactics  
• Problem: Problem-oriented or constructivist learning should emphasize students’ 

self-directed activities and start with students’ construction and discussion. Many 
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educational technologies in the classroom support a teacher centered approach by 
supporting instruction more than construction. Especially the presentation and an-
notation of prefabricated materials may not encourage student participation.  

• Solution: Provide one or many open spaces for students to create and contribute 
content, and to put pieces into relation. (Use bright colors for these spaces to en-
sure contrast.) 

• Example and evidence: Besides the prototype we presented the so called “Open 
Space Technology” [17] is moderation methods addressing diversity within an or-
ganization, a community, or even a classroom. Initially instructed by a facilitator 
who presents the general theme, the process and its guidelines, the participants 
move around, interact and contribute freely to designated areas driven by their in-
terests. They engage in self-initiated or ongoing discussions as long as they may 
contribute or learn something, or disengage and go someplace else. Using various 
materials they take notes and document their self-organized activities. 

• Related patterns: gesture-based interaction, multiple input (allows e.g. for multiple 
clients to access the whiteboard and contribute content), assign participants, con-
tribute content, collect information, shared screen mode (PDA)s)   

4.3   Name: Gesture-Based Interaction 

• Context: Constructivist (or problem-oriented) in-class learning activities, learning 
with touch sensitive devices 

• Problem: On small screen devices menus and widgets consume precious working 
space and are wearisome to hit. Other than desktop application no right mouse 
click is available to provide context dependant popup-menus. In order to support 
the focus of attention it would be desirable to keep user input and system response 
in the same space. On large screen devices spending too much time in activities, 
which are not directly related to teaching (typing long commands or queries, or 
searching for files) may interrupt the dynamic flow of the lecture and distract the 
attention of the audience. 

• Solution: Provide for a gesture-based interaction that enables users create, import, 
edit, relate and delete pieces of content. With interactive whiteboards allow to per-
form all activities related to teaching on the whiteboard as the unique input and 
output device. 

• Examples are the prototypes for pen-tablets, PDAs and the DeepBoard 
• Subordinate patterns include the individual gestures, such as creating, deleting and 

linking nodes (pattern for semantic interpretation), also change mode (writing ver-
sus gesturing) and mode indication, related patterns include, group presence widget 
(represents the student group and their position in the context of learning activi-
ties), remote access, assign participants (to groups or granting access to open white 
spaces on the whiteboard). 

4.4   Name: Change Mode 

• Context: Gesture-based interaction, touch sensitive devices 
• Problem: Gesture-based interaction provides a valuable alternative to selection 

from menus or widgets. Because the gesturing space is collocated with the space 
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for drawing (or content creation), user input and system recognition must differ be-
tween the two. The more gestures a system supports the more difficult it becomes 
to differ gestures from drawing within a single interaction mode. From a learner’s 
perspective it makes sense to differentiate between working within some piece of 
content and applying a meta-perspective on different pieces of content.  

• Solution: Provide for two distinct modes for gesturing and drawing. Allow for easy 
switches between the two modes (on small devices preferably using hard keys) and 
indicate which mode the user is working on (include pattern for mode indication). 

• Examples are again provides by the prototypes we described, the icon on the 
DeepBoard interface and a hard key and the state indication of the PDA.   

• Related patterns: mode indication, gesture, select, write and draw. 

5   Towards a Pattern Language for Educational Technologies 

The usually hierarchical network of these relations between patterns creates a so 
called pattern language. The pattern language for supporting classroom activities we 
intend to develop does not yet exist. Looking at learning environments from a psycho-
logical point of view we have to differentiate between the different codes, modalities 
and technical media being involved and view all of them in relation to the instruc-
tional methods they need to support [22]. While the instructional methods are ways to 
facilitate learning processes of the students, instructional media have been described 
as surface phenomena that solely deliver the methods [6]. While there has been some 
controversy whether the instructional methods and structuring of learning content 
should be considered primary to media attributes, Jonassen [12] proposed to move 
from an instructional- and media-centered towards a learner-centered design instead. 
The latter approach focuses more on supporting than controlling learning processes. 
The learner-centered approach suggests starting from student needs and activities in 
order to define system properties and design patterns for educational technologies. 

With respect to instructional methods and their overarching influence on learning 
processes we expect patterns supporting them to be on higher levels than those ad-
dressing the properties of the media themselves. Trying to develop a framework for 
an emerging design pattern language for learning environments, we currently differ-
entiate between five rough levels of potential learner support. For this differentiation 
of the three basic levels we draw from works on activity theory [15], which empha-
sizes the cultural and technical mediation of human activity under a developmental 
perspective. Activity theory differentiates routine operations, goal-oriented, con-
scious actions and meaningful activities and understands learning activity as expan-
sion in various forms [8], e.g. from a problem to a context to defining a new, ad-
vanced activity. Considering the potentials of defining patterns on levels of increas-
ing generality, as well as the institutional embedding of many learning activities the 
categories we propose include an additional level for curricula and long-time learn-
ing goals, and one for organizational and didactical contexts, educational technology 
may hinder or support. 
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• Organization and didactics: Basic theories and the practice of teaching and learning 
influence overarching design paradigms like goal oriented consistency across plat-
forms and devices, methods to provide support for different learner types, also or-
ganizational support impacting all levels of interaction.  

• Curricula and learning goals (or objectives) refer to time-bound bundles of courses 
and their contents. They include the instructional methods and are supposed to en-
able the achievement of learning goals that orient activities. On this level we pro-
pose to locate complete learning management or collaboration systems.   

• Activities in our understanding are derived from a subject or unit in the curriculum, 
or may be derived from the students’ interests. Interaction design patterns on this 
level may provide a context for these activities and include group features like a 
shared screen mode for multi-device environments, multiple input, a group aware-
ness widget, but also educational games or learning environments. 

• Tasks are necessary steps to fulfill an activity. Most individual and oftentimes 
device-specific procedures and applications supporting learning activities belong to 
this category. Examples may include modeling tools and simulators, achievement 
levels in games, specific training programs, or collaborative drawing.  

• Operations: address the implicit reuse of previously gained knowledge. Interaction 
Design Patterns supporting operations include the gestures, also uses of different 
input and output modalities. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Preliminary outline of an interaction design pattern language for formal and informal 
learning environments. Individual patterns are shown in rectangles; devices that are supported 
in our current implementation are shown in ovals. 

 

Trying to match these hierarchical levels of didactics and student activities to tech-
nological properties we preliminary associate didactics to (technological) paradigms, 
curricula to systems, activities to environments, actions to applications and operations 
to functionalities. The following figure gives a preliminary overview of the emerging 
pattern language that needs to be further developed. 
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6   Conclusion 

We developed various software prototypes to support collaborative learning in the 
classroom with interactive technologies. Abstracting from these implementations we 
described our solutions as patterns that may be applied (e.g. the pattern for Open 
Space) independent of or (e.g. the Shared Screen Mode for PDAs) tailored to specific 
devices. Reflecting the contexts and conflicting forces of the individual patterns  
already helped us with finding and refining design decisions. The formation and con-
tinuous adaptation of the emerging interaction design pattern language shifts the focus 
enabling us to see individual functionalities and systems in the context of overarching 
design principles matching learner-centered requirements. Still many descriptions of 
patterns and links between them are missing. An empirical evaluation of this language 
and its patterns is an ambitious project since many implementations must be evaluated 
to validate the appropriateness of even a single pattern. In this perspective a formative 
evaluation of the pattern language as a guideline and reference for design and empirical 
evaluation of systems and environments developed accordingly are a viable option.  

Our long-term perspective is to contribute to the development of a patterns lan-
guage for formal and informal learning environments that seamlessly integrates archi-
tecture, interaction and software design.  
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